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in codon 12. No significant relationship was not found between age (P = 0.43) and
gender (P = 0.37) and mutations in this gene. No significant relationship was found
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12 (5’-AGACAGTAATGAGTATCTAATGAC-3’).
Each PCR contained 40 ng DNA, 2.5 mM MgCl2,
200 μM dNTPs, 0.5 μM of each primer, 5x Hot
FIREPOL Eva Green qPCR Mix (Solisbiodyne,
Estonia). Duplicate PCRs and the HRM analysis
were conducted on a RotorGene 6000™ real-time
analyzer. The PCR profile was an initial hold at 95
°C for 10 mins, 40 cycles at 95 °C for 15 secs, 58
°C for 30 secs, and 72 °C for 20 secs, followed by
50 °C for 30 secs and then a melt from 70 °C to 95
°C rising at 0.1 °C/secon. Normalization bars were
between 72-75 °C for the leading range and 92-93 °C
for the tailing range.

Results

Sensitivity tests were carried out in triplicate to
ensure the reproducibility of the HRM analysis. The
JAK2 V617F mutation can be easily distinguished
in the normalized melting peaks and normalized
difference curves. In the normalized melting peaks,
the homozygous samples showed sharp, symmetric
melting transitions, whereas heterozygotes had a more
gradual, complex transition. Homozygous mutants
were identified with a Tm shift compared with the
wild-type. In the normalized difference curves, the
melting profile of a wild type control was chosen as
the horizontal baseline, and the relative differences
in the melting of all other samples were plotted
relative to this baseline. The HRM assay was able
to reproducibly distinguish 5% of mutant DNA in a
background of wild-type DNA. HRM was successful
in discriminating DNA samples with a wild type
JAK2 exon 12 genotype from those including an exon
12 mutation, and it correctly identified all positive
samples in this group with no false-positive results.
Direct sequencing of HRM products confirmed the
presence of an exon 12 mutation in these cases when
compared with the titration experiment results.

Discussion

Because this methodology will be affected by the
presence of inheritable polymorphisms, a candidate
region containing JAK2 exon 12 and intron 12 was
selected on the basis of an absence of polymorphisms
in the NCBI database (11).Subsequently, a previously
unreported polymorphism within this region was
identified in 85 out of the 128 tested individuals;
this variation involved the presence or absence of
a penta-nucleotide sequence (position 5,060,2315,060,235) that would significantly affect any HRM
profile. Accordingly, this region was excluded
from the final amplicon (12). Several techniques
have been developed for the detection of JAK2
V617F mutation; however, these techniques have
their disadvantages. DNA sequencing, currently
considered as the gold standard for mutational
analysis because of its ability to identify the specific
DNA-sequence changes, is limited by its high cost
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and low sensitivity (13). Pyrosequencing offers a
sensitive alternative method but requires expensive
equipment. The dHPLC method can detect mutations
sensitively, but it also requires a considerable initial
investment for equipment. ARMS, the most sensitive
method, requires the manipulation of amplified PCR
products. PCR-RFLP is time-consuming and has the
possibility of incomplete digestion causing falsepositive result. For several real-time PCR platforms,
one major disadvantage is the need for expensive
fluorescence-labeled probes (14-16). Mutation
analysis of granulocyte DNA samples from V617Fnegative erythrocytosis patients using sequencing,
allele-specific PCR, and HRM allowed the
assessment of the sensitivity and positive predictive
value of the HRM methodology. Mutations were not
detected by allele-specific PCR or sequencing in
samples scored as wild type by HRM, resulting in
100% sensitivity and 100% positive predictive value
for this methodology in the patient sample set tested.
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